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The new CLRC Santa Fe Lionel 2001310-585 Orange Box Car is out!  If you have one coming to you by mail, 

I bet you received it already.  The color is right on which looks weathered with new doors replaced.  If you look 

closely, all of the hand applied items have the newer look.  It gives the car a nice two-tone appearance.  Members 

who want to pick them up at the CLRC Train House are more than welcome to come in and pick them up.  Two 

things have come up regarding the cars.  1.  The trucks are too tight and can cause derailing.  We noticed this 

on some of the cars running on the club layout.  I took a Philips screwdriver and loosened it with roughly a 

quarter turn.  2.  Weights on the inside of the car are coming loose.  It is an easy fix to take glue and adhere the 

weight to the inside of the car over the trucks where it was originally glued.  The other option is to contact 

Lionel for any of these fixes. 
 

   
New CLRC SF Boxcar Ed Z taking new cars out of my car Jeff, Bill, Tom, Kevin stage cars 
 

   
Bill, Kevin, almost a drop, but saved Herb finishes stacking cars Ed C. and Bob Label cars for USPS 
 

Tim Flaherty is donating his significant toy train collection to the club.  He would like for the club to use his 

collection as a fund raiser and charge the members at special price.  It is on display in the CLRC mezzanine.  

Take a look and when you see what you like, take it to Bill Herrndobler or Tom Zeglicz to purchase. 
 

   
Tom and Bill price out Tim’s Collection.  There are quite a few items.  Make one of these items yours! 
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The nice thing about our new cars, I am able to pick them up at Lionel Headquarters.  There I am able to see 

my Lionel friends and enjoy toy train conversations.  I was able to visit with Mike Philips, Sr. Vice-President / 

General Manager, and Lauren Morris, Manager of USA Production & Events.  Overall things are good at 
Lionel with this being one of their best years.  I also had a chance to spend time with Aaron Fraser, 
Customer Service Manager / Parts Manager.  He is repairing a few of our CAB 2 units.  We also have a 
CLRC Long Distance Member in Concord, NC, Louis Beccavin.  He was able to join me in loading the cars. 
 

   
Lionel Entrance, Aaron Fraser, Mike Phillips, Lauren Morris, Herb Koch, Flags to greet Lionel Guests 

 

   
Jacob Brasseur, Service Department Dwayne Phillips, Warehouse   Dwayne, Lou and myself loading 

 

After the loading, I was able to go to the Lionel Store at the Concord Mills Shopping Center.  They had a 

Christmas in July sale where I was able to enjoy Lionel service with Dana Suchanoff and Chuck Hunter. 

 

   
Chuck Hunter Lionel Store Dana Suchanoff 

 

Back at the club, some maintenance and upkeep are always necessary.  Kevin Barry saw that the yellow guide 

mailbox lines were fading out.  These are painted by us to remind guests not to block the mailboxes when we 

have an open house or other activity such as the Railroading Merit Badge.   

 

The other day, I was running some autocar carriers and they got caught in the mountain.  It was time to do some 

excavating.  I was able to generate enough clearance for the autocar carriers to get through.  Joe Oster is going 

to put color back into the portal. 
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Jeff Mills paid tribute to Bill Herrndobler’s late wife by building a flower shop now on the layout.  Jeff points 

out that the view of the flower display is quite nice.  We should also notice the silhouettes in the windows.  

(These are cutouts from postwar passenger cars.) 

 

   
Kevin marking mailbox curbs Herb cutting portal for better clearance  Georgie’s Flower Shop 

 

Despite the challenges of the Covid 19 pandemic, we safely take a moment from the pandemic and enjoy 

running trains at our wonderful facility and take time to enjoy each other’s company.  We will be following the 

State of Illinois’ guidelines to open up the club for more flexibility in running trains and having our events. 

 

I want to personally thank all members for continually supporting our train club in these tough times.  We will 

get back to normal, including our Open Houses.  Right now, you can come in on Saturday or Wednesday 

between 9:00 am and 3:00 pm without an appointment.  Run times are as before, first come first served, signing 

onto the Run Board.  Looking forward to seeing you. 

 

Railroading Merit Badge is coming up September 11, 2021.  Please let me know if you can help.  THANKS! 

 

Regarding our current Club Car, it is in our building.  If you have not ordered your car yet, it is worthwhile to 

order and send the completed application to Bob Ciolino.  ORDER FORM  

 

 
 

Here is the car.  Lionel asked if we wanted bright as in the doors or dark as in the body.  The Board liked the 

contrast, and this is the view.  We think that the difference accents the car quite nice. 

 

Story and Pictures by Herbert W. Koch   

 

Please let me know if you want any of the pictures in full size. 

Phone:  708-577-3156 or email:  herbwkoch@gmial.com 
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